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Abstract: The Tangible Augmented Reality Archives (TARA) is an augmented reality
system developed to assist cultural heritage researchers in remotely collecting and assessing information on rare artifacts. Building on prior research, we designed TARA to
address challenges faced by cultural heritage researchers, including limited access to
collections, as well as the time and budget constraints associated with archival visits.
In this paper, we examine the use of augmented reality to advance cultural heritage
research and describe a series of design explorations that explore tangible interactions
with remote cultural heritage artifacts. These include a three-dimensional cube design,
a two-dimensional prop design and an object-based design. We conclude with a discussion of lessons learned from our design process and how this will impact future
designs.
Keywords: cultural heritage; augmented reality; interaction design; human-computer interaction

1. Introduction and related work
Researchers have become more accustomed to online archival research and consider it valuable especially as it relates to accessibility (Sinn and Soares, 2014). Time spent in an archive,
however, is still considered pivotal and the most rewarding part of their research since they
are able to physically connect with a collection. Yet, there are significant time and budget
constraints to a scholar’s ability to go on site to an archive (Ramsey, Sharer, Barbara, L'Eplattenier, and Mastrangelo, 2009). This shift has led to the exploration of digital solutions in
heritage research, using emerging technologies such as augmented reality (AR), three-dimensional (3D) scanning, and virtual reality (VR) (Bozorgi and Lischer-Katz, 2020).
Exploring cultural heritage through AR and VR has become increasingly common in the gallery, library, archive, and museum (GLAM) visitor experience (Konstantakis and Caridakis,
2020). This has partly occurred so that GLAMs can have a competitive advantage over other
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touristic attractions and boost their economic growth (Chang, Chen and Huang, 2012;
Chung, Han and Joun, 2015; Střelák, Škola and Liarokapis, 2016). Some have approached the
change in visitor experience through multi-sensory curations (Kwan, Chu, Harley, McBride
and Mazalek, 2016), while others have prototyped with voice-over narratives (Ciolfi, Petrelli,
Goldberg, Dulake, Willox, Marshall and Caparrelli, 2013; Not, Cavada, Maule, Pisetti and
Venturini, 2019; Marshall, Dulake, Ciolfi, Duranti, Kockelkorn and Petrelli, 2016), and still
others, personalized tours (Petrelli, Dulake, Marshall, Roberts, McIntosh and Savage, 2018).
AR has also been adapted to the cultural heritage user experience and found to be both cost
effective and hygienic since users can partake with their own mobile devices (Akçayir and
Akçayir, 2017).
AR is a system that superimposes virtual images to appear on a tangible physical object giving the impression that they are integrated (Milgram and Kishino,1994; Wu, Lee, Chang and
Liang, 2012). This system has been primarily used in entertainment, for example, Pokémon
Go (Niantic, 2016), as well as for education (Dunleavy, Dede, Mitchell, 2009), training, and
research purposes (Akçayir and Akçayir, 2017). Cultural heritage institutions have used AR
applications to attract and retain visitors as well as enhance the visitor experience, whether
in nature (Kyriakou and Herman, 2019), through interactive applications in museums (Nofal,
2013) or for archaeological sites (Mohammed-Amin, Levy, & Boyd, 2012). More recently, Civilizations AR by BBC and Nexus Studios in collaboration with museums across the United
Kingdom created high-fidelity 3D renditions of artifacts with the option to zoom, scale, and
search by category or through a globe to find an artifact, which also provides information
about the artifact such as dates, location, and background story (Media Applications Technologies for the BBC, 2018).
One limitation of AR is the lack of physicality (Akçayir and Akçayir, 2017), dissociating users
from the virtual world they see. To overcome this, researchers have included tangible, realworld objects for users to physically manipulate 3D visualizations through interacting with a
paper card (Billinghurst, Kato and Poupyrev, 2008), building a toolkit that attaches 3D visualizations in the virtual environment to similarly shaped 3D objects in the physical environment (Hettiarachchi and Wigdor, 2016), or designing a box for archaeological experts with a
3x3 cardboard square inside to hold, move and see virtual objects on a mobile device on top
of the box (Kobeisse and Holmquist, 2020; Kobeisse, 2021). Such adaptations in AR have provided novel purposes for the system, shedding light on the potential for scholarly cultural
heritage research. Another limitation in AR is the lag between user interactions and the 3D
visualizations but this is expected to improve as the tools become more efficient (Wu, Lee,
Chang and Liang, 2012; Hettiarachchi and Wigdor, 2016; Akçayir and Akçayir, 2017).
A study by Kalinda, Hrynyshyn, Resch, Nathan, David and Mazalek (2020) found that an archival visit is an integral part of the scholar’s research process and that the pre-archival research beforehand and the post-archival research afterwards positions the scholar for optimal findings and dissemination. To help bridge the gap between the tangible archival visit
and the online research experience, they designed an AR system that provides a meaningful
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context and intuitive approach to the cultural scholar’s research experience. The tangible AR
system is intended to increase accessibility and engagement with cultural heritage by resolving difficulties scholars face when accessing cultural heritage collections remotely. Building
on these findings, we designed an AR mobile research application called Tangible Augmented Reality Archives (TARA). Our goal is to give scholars meaningful and remote access
to cultural heritage archives, allowing them to browse, study, and tangibly interact with 3D
visualizations of individual artifacts. To this end, we launched a collaboration with the University of Toronto Libraries Media Commons, which holds special collections of artifacts and
ephemera. As a first example case to focus our design efforts, we are working with the Farley Fonds, a collection of Jewish and Holocaust ephemera that have been donated to the
University of Toronto by Farley Mernick, a Toronto-based Judaica collector. The collection
contains both printed materials and 3D artifacts, with many artifacts from the dark period of
World War II, such as letters sent by prisoners from the camps, tokens and ghetto money,
maps of concentration camps, antisemitic propaganda seals, photos, identity cards, and
more. Farley’s artifacts are the focus of study by our research collaborators and allow them
to acquire new knowledge that cannot be gained through traditional library materials such
as monographs and serials.

2. Design goals
As earlier mentioned, AR in cultural heritage has frequently been designed for touristic purposes as part of a curated visitor experience. Still, there are advantages to integrating AR in
the research experience for cultural heritage scholars. Many archival collections have yet to
be made available online, yet researchers’ interest in collections helps increase their likelihood of being digitized and made accessible online, typically because funding makes this
possible (Ramsey et al., 2009). Therefore, the miscellaneous archival collections online and
the inconsistent organization systems between archives have complicated the research process.
This paper continues along with the same logic of previous research integrating AR in the
cultural heritage experience. We extend the findings from a formative study (Kalinda et al.,
2020) and were inspired by previous work that provided a tactile experience to AR (Hettiarachchi and Wigdor, 2016) as well as a multi-sensory experience to interacting with cultural heritage (Kwan et al., 2016), and finally the crossing over of applicability to cultural heritage scholars (Kobeisse, 2021). We explore the space of possibilities when using tangible objects for physical and sensory engagement, realize this through a series of design explorations, and analyze the affordances available through each design.
There are three stages, according to Kalinda et al. (2020), in the cultural heritage scholar’s
research experience. That is, the pre-archival stage, the archival stage, and the post-archival
stage. In all three, the researcher has different goals. In the pre-archival stage, they explore
collections with a vague understanding of what they are looking for and which archive to
search. Once they go to an archive, they work with an archivist to find a collection and hope
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to find artifacts or ephemera that apply to their research. Then, in the post-archival stage,
they put together all their found information to culminate in a published work, exhibition or
other presentation of their findings. Our goal, then, is to enhance the pre-archival stage and
supplement the archival stage. We do not aim to create a digitization effort as many GLAMs
have proposed and implemented various digitization initiatives (Petrelli, Damara, van Dijk
and Lechner, 2014; Coles, Piccio, and Soprano, 2016). We aim to explore the tangible and
embodied interactions that can be leveraged when working with digitized collections.
Our three design explorations contribute a tangible aspect to augmented reality research.
First, we present a 3D cube design that explores the dimensionality and physical manipulations of a tangible research experience. Second, we present a 2D prop design that explores
the physical match to the Farley Fonds special collection from our research partners. Third,
we expand on the latter design to present an object-based design that explores multiple
physical matches to the digitized collections. All iterations were built through the Unity
game engine using the Vuforia plug-in for augmented reality. We expect that these design
explorations have the potential to lead to new interfaces for cultural heritage research that
could help researchers lower travel costs, save time finding collections of interest, and experience tactile interactions with remote artifacts in ways that build an overall meaningful research experience.

3. Design explorations
3.1 A 3D cube design
In this design, we explored 3D object tangibility from the perspective of physical manipulations. A collection of 3D artifacts was downloaded to Unity to examine the tangible interactions that are possible through augmented reality (AR), such as physically rotating an object
to view it from all sides, or bringing an object closer to inspect it in greater detail. We used a
mobile device and a paper target — a 3D paper cube — to ensure a low barrier of entry for
anyone researching this collection (as opposed to designing for a head-mounted display). By
manipulating the 3D cube in front of the phone’s camera, the user will be able to manipulate
the 3D object and view it from the desired angle on the phone with the assistance of AR
technology (Figure 1).
The 3D paper cube was designed in consideration of its affordances. The term 'affordances'
refers to the theory that the physical properties of an object affect the way that it functions
and how others interact with it (Lidwell, Holden, and Butler, 2010). The tactility and dimensionality of a cube allows for more intuitive interactions, providing a user-friendly experience. According to a study conducted to identify the affordances of a cube, it was observed
that automatic inclinations people feel when observing a cube is to fiddle, hold, rotate, and
flip (Sheridan, Short, Van Laerhoven, Villar, and Kortuem, 2003). These aspects of a cube allow a more meaningful tactile experience that mirrors the exploratory nature of interacting
with artifacts in person.
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Figure 1. A user holds the 3D cube to view an artifact in AR on the phone.

Digitization initiatives across institutions primarily work for text-based archives, while 3D artifacts are stored in physical archives and remain largely inaccessible online because of their
complex nature. Our design exploration serves to expand the way in which users might experience complex 3D artifacts online, by providing a low-cost and easy-to-implement tangible augmented reality experience for mobile devices. Users need only print and assemble
the 3D paper cube to be able to grab, turn, flip and closely inspect any artifact from the collection on their device’s screen. While this design exploration explores such tangible manipulations of 3D artifacts, it does not address other sensory qualities of artifacts, such as their
specific shape or material. Another limitation of this prototype is that the 3D paper target is
fragile and so is easily damaged if not well maintained. Furthermore, when it came to working with the special collection from the Toronto University Libraries, we needed to reconsider our design in order to provide a flat paper-based surface that would better match the
ephemera in the paper-based collection.
We used a three-dimensional paper prototype to promptly identify the form of 3D research
in AR, the mechanical motion, as well as the assembly. According to Lidwell, Holden and Butler (2010) this Throwaway Prototyping approach in which we explore the function and performance of the 3D paper cube as a tactile placeholder immerses the user with the virtual
model.

3.2 A 2D prop design
In the second iteration of our augmented reality application, TARA, we designed basic user
interactions to enhance the pre-archival research experience, with a particular focus on accessing and interacting with items from the Farley Fonds special collection of Jewish ephemera. Using a mobile device, an AR system scans a 3 by 6-inch paper target with a Quick Response (QR) code.
We implemented these design changes upon coming to the realization that the affordances
of the previous 3D cube did not correspond to the paper-based properties of the artifacts
within the collection. According to the Universal Principles of Design, “when the affordance
of an object or environment conflicts with its intended function, the design will perform less
efficiently and be more difficult to use” (Lidwell, Holden, and Butler, 2010). The collection
mostly consists of objects such as envelopes, postcards, and pamphlets, which encourages
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picking up and flipping. Due to the dimensions and shape of the cube, the way it is grasped
and handled does not correspond to the flat and rectangular nature of the two-dimensional
objects in the collection. The similarities between the paper target and the original collection
ensure that the relationship between control and effect is predictable, and therefore is easy
to use (Lidwell, Holden, and Butler, 2010). For that reason, we believed a 2D paper target
would create a familiar tactile interaction, allowing for the tangible explorations to feel more
natural and easier to use.
There are two distinct QR codes, located on each side of the paper target, to provide optimal
viewing of both sides of an artifact (Figure 2). Researchers can easily print these codes from
their place of work. Once scanned, the AR technology superimposes a virtual object on the
front and conversely on the back of the paper target. When the user flips the paper target,
the virtual artifacts will also flip in real-time. This two-dimensional tangible prop design was
created to meaningfully match the ephemera in the Farley Fonds, which are primarily paper
based (e.g., documents, pamphlets, postcards) or flat artifacts (e.g., coins). The researcher
sifts through the virtual collection by tapping the left or right arrows (Figure 2). This sifting is
intended to complement a researcher’s experience of the archival search stage.
The two AR viewing modes, Prop Mode and Hands-Free Mode, present unique interactions.
In Prop Mode, the researcher tangibly manipulates virtual objects in AR using the paper target and the mobile device. The researcher holds the paper prop with one hand while the
other hand holds the device. Alternatively, they can mount the phone and hold the paper
target with both hands to closely study the virtual object (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The AR Display - the TARA system tracks the QR code in the left image one and instantly
produces the 3D representation of the artifact seen in the middle image. The user then flips
the paper target, allowing them to view the back of the artifact shown in the right image.

Holding and flipping the paper target closely simulates the explorative nature of an in-person archival visit. Due to budget and transportation constraints as well as limited access to
rare and delicate ephemera during archival visits, the essential explorative phase of the research process becomes accessible in Prop Mode.
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In Hands-Free Mode, the researcher leaves the paper target face-up on a table and interacts
with the virtual objects solely with their mobile device. The virtual object appears perpendicular to the QR code (Figure 3). The researcher interacts using rotating and zooming functions
on the screen. To rotate, the researcher drags their finger across the screen horizontally (Figure 4a) or vertically (Figure 4b). They can zoom in and out using two fingers in a pinching
motion (Figure 4c).

Figure 3. A paper target is placed on the floor while the user is holding the phone.

Figure 4. The user is: a) rotating horizontally, b) rotating vertically, and c) using the zoom feature to
enlarge the artifact.

In a previous study, cultural heritage researchers suggested that viewing several angles of an
artifact were sought out in the pre-archival stage (Kalinda et al., 2020). Options such as
zoom, and rotation provide a 360-degree view of the virtual objects. Unlike Prop Mode, the
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Hands-Free Mode eschews a tangible experience but is intended to assist researchers to sift
through various items in a collection during the pre-archival stage.

3.3 Object-based design
In this iteration, we enhance the tangibility of the AR research experience. While the 2D paper prop best matches the affordances of the flat items in our repository by shape, physical
properties such as object material, material weight, and thickness are absent, lowering dimensionality and limiting the scope of a meaningful research experience from one’s own
home or office.
This version takes inspiration from Annexing Reality, a system that joins together found
physical objects from one’s environment to best match the materiality and sensory feedback
of the digitized object, immersing the AR experience into one’s physical surroundings (Hettiarachchi and Wigdor, 2016). With this system in mind, we identified household objects that
would be most effective for the pre-archival AR experience. A QR code sticker was created
and placed on these household objects for easy integration, creating a low fidelity prototype.
Through this exploration, we discovered that objects matching the exact shape, size, and approximate material of the digitized objects created an immersive experience through AR. For
example, the virtual envelopes and postcards match best with small, rectangular paperbased objects, such as a physical envelope or a cue card (Figure 5). Additionally, for rounded
virtual objects like the pin and coin, household objects like a round pin or a bottle cap are
appropriate (Figure 6).

Figure 5. A QR code sticker is placed on the front and backside of an envelope.

Figure 6. A QR code sticker is placed on a pin and a bottle cap.

While this exploration brought useful insights on immersion and tangibility, we found when
it came to implementation, using the QR code sticker caused a few problems in the scaling
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and alignment of the virtual artifact. When viewing the pin and coin in AR (Figure 6), the artifact is larger than the base prop.

4. Design considerations and future works
In the three explorations, each design has its advantages and disadvantages. The 3D cube
design offers dimensionality but is fragile and does not translate to the library’s special collection. The 2D prop design offers similarity as a flat paper-based experience and in the kinds
of physical manipulations that are possible but loses sensory tangibility in the overall design.
The object-based design also offers similar physical manipulations and sensory tangibility,
especially in terms of matching physical form, and it works optimally on flat objects but requires precision in aligning the artifact visualization along the x- and y-axis of the found objects so that it is displayed accurately. Recreating the sensory experience originating from
the artifact’s materiality is the most challenging aspect of the design. Future explorations
could focus on ways to take the material aspect of artifacts in the collection into consideration, for example by more easily annexing to a multiplicity of objects or by expanding on research that investigates ways to simulate texture in physical interactions with virtual objects
(Araujo, Jota, Perumal, Yao, Singh and Wigdor, 2016). Future studies could also investigate
how cultural heritage researchers attend to the material qualities of artifacts in the pre-archival research stage, and what aspects of materiality might be best conveyed in a remote
system.
In preliminary testing with our research partners from the Toronto University Libraries and
colleagues during our design explorations, we observed a learning curve as researchers acclimatize themselves to AR technology and paper target manipulation. We noticed that the
cultural heritage research demographic may not be comfortable or familiar with this technology. In future iterations, we can include tutorials or manuals for the researcher to learn
at their own pace in the privacy of their home. The AR research experience will not replace
the in-person archival visit. Physical characteristics of an artifact, such as the shape and texture, are best studied physically. However, we intend to supplement the pre-archival research process with a meaningful tangible interaction using paper and which could be later
applied to 3D printed objects and other tactile experiences.
These interactions allow a unique tangible experience, creating a bridge between digital research experiences and archival research, and intend to enhance the pre-archival visit by
closely imitating an archival visit. The designs also contribute to the overall preservation of
information. Cultural heritage items are subject to decay and less physical contact helps with
maintenance. For a more informed decision on future directions and better design implementation, we will run a user study with cultural heritage researchers.
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5. Conclusion
Cultural heritage institutions primarily use AR as an emerging technology to attract tourists
and create an immersive and effective information viewing experience. In contrast, our explorations of tangible augmented reality were undertaken with the goal of assisting cultural
heritage researchers in the analysis of archival collections. The designs aim to bridge a gap
between online research and archival visits, in order to provide a more meaningful and intuitive research experience. We presented design explorations that investigated the affordances of a 3D paper target design, a 2D paper prop design, and found object-based design. Each has its own advantages and disadvantages. As the 2D paper prop design is the
most intuitive for researchers to learn from and is scalable, we plan to run user studies on
this design. However, the tangible interactions of the other designs are worth further exploring and developing as the technology improves.
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